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GRACIELA CHICHILNISKY - PETER J. HAMMOND

The Kyoto Protocol and beyond

Pareto improvements to policies that mitigate
climate change

ABSTRACT
Classical gains from trade results involve comparing a Pareto efficient alloca-
tion with a status quo that is typically inefficient. When there is a public good
like mitigating climate change, such results apply only if that good happens to
be supplied efficiently. Here, however, we consider emissions trade as envisa-
ged in Article 17 of the Kyoto Protocol. Such trade could attain a constrained
Pareto efficient allocation in which aggregate emissions are held fixed. Relative
to any status quo, we show that with a suitable international distribution of
permit rights, international emissions trade allows each nation more consump-
tion while keeping aggregate emissions constant. The Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) envisaged in Article 12 allows additional gains, as do the
provisions of the 2015 Paris Agreement that grant credit for carbon removals.
Contrary to some claims, the Kyoto Protocol is not ‘‘defunct’’; instead, retain-
ing its key provisions of emissions trade and the CDM while including credit
for carbon removals could make emissions reductions much more affordable.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

In December 1997 the Kyoto Protocol to limit greenhouse gas emis-
sions was agreed. One of its key provisions was Article 17, which allows
international trade of emissions permits. This provision was clearly in-
spired by the economic principle of free trade. Indeed, Frankel
(1999: 4) wrote as follows1:

The economic theory behind the gains from trading emission rights is analo-
gous to the economic theory behind the gains from trading commodities. By
doing what they each do most cheaply, both developing and industrialized
countries win.

Earlier, Weyant’s (1993: 36) admittedly dated estimate was that interna-

1 The same quotation appears in Copeland and Taylor (2005: 225).



tional emissions trade «can reduce the costs of control by one-third or
more, by equalizing the marginal cost of control across all nations».

Nevertheless, what may appear at first to be a simple result on the
gains from trade becomes much more complex once one recognizes
the need to deal with the public good of limiting the atmospheric con-
centration of greenhouse gases. Indeed, the usual gains from trade re-
sults, which apply in private good economies, need to be carefully re-
stated and proved.

1.2. Constrained Economic Efficiency and the Kyoto Protocol

Indeed, the theoretical rationale for emissions trade has remained
somewhat obscure. After all, unrestricted emissions trade should mini-
mize the total worldwide cost of achieving any fixed level of total
worldwide emissions. Yet Chichilnisky and Heal (1994) (henceforth
C&H) showed that only in a special case would a constrained optimal
international allocation of abatement activities imply such an overall
cost minimum2. Their results depend, however, on the important con-
straint that each nation’s consumption has to match its own economic
output after allowing for abatement costs. This constraint not only has
the intended effect of excluding free international transfers; it also re-
moves any opportunity to trade national output in exchange for the
right to increased emissions, or to sell unwanted emissions permits in
exchange for additional national consumption. The present paper re-
laxes this key constraint by postulating a competitive emissions market,
in which national output can be exchanged for emissions permits.

1.3. Beyond Flawed Compensation Tests

Much of the traditional literature considers potential gains from trade,
using the well-known but flawed compensation tests due to Kaldor and
Hicks. Yet only in two special cases can one guarantee that moves to-
ward free trade avoid negative pecuniary externalities due to relative
price changes that worsen some traders’ terms of trade. These two spe-
cial cases, much discussed in the literature, occur when:

1. either the status quo allocation in the absence of the reform in-
volves autarky, so nobody loses from changed trade prices;

2. or one is considering only the national economy of a small coun-
try, which by definition faces fixed world prices, so its terms of trade
do not change.

4 GRACIELA CHICHILNISKY - PETER J. HAMMOND
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see Sheeran (2006).



Outside these two special cases, reforms that pass such tests risk
causing discontent among those whose losses due to pecuniary extern-
alities remain uncompensated. As Daniel McFadden remarked when
concluding his introduction (see Ashenfelter et al., 2018) to a 2017
panel discussion of globalization at the Western Economic Association
meeting in Santiago:

A central question for economists (and governments) is what policies can and
should be used to assuage the concerns of the discontented, and save the core
economic benefits of globalization for the many who are or should be content
– those who gain from lower prices, more options and greater demand for
their skills or products. Also, what policies should be avoided?

These flawed compensation tests can be avoided by using the ap-
proach discussed in Hammond (1993) and in Hammond and Sempere
(1995) for gains from trade results in a more traditional setting.

1.4. Trade with Environmental Externalities

In the large literature on international economics with environmental
externalities, we start with two papers published in an issue of the Japa-
nese Economic Review that appeared earlier in the year when the Kyoto
Protocol was adopted. The issue, edited by Murray Kemp and Koji Shi-
momura, was devoted to a «Symposium on the Welfare Economics of
International Trade and Investment». It included the article by
Schweinberger (1997) discussing environmental policies. Amongst
other contributions, that paper demonstrates Pareto gains from trade
under the assumption that the environment is determined optimally.
This kind of result does not apply in the context of the Kyoto Protocol,
which makes no claim to achieve optimal emissions.

A second paper by Hung and Richelle (1997) considered trade
gains in the context of the tragedy of commons. It demonstrates Pare-
to gains from trade in the more useful context when environmental
taxes are used to maintain the total level of pollution. It also cites re-
sults in Section 4 of Copeland (1994) showing that the gains from
small reductions in trade distortions in the absence of pollution ex-
tend to the case when there are binding quotas on pollution. This is
exactly the situation that the Kyoto Protocol envisages.

1.5. Gains from International Emissions Trading

Perhaps most relevant, however, is the later paper by Kemp (2011)
himself, which includes what he calls «Condition �»:

THE KYOTO PROTOCOL AND BEYOND 5



In each country, the aggregate net production vector of pure public goods un-
der free trade is maintained at its autarkic level.

Kemp traces the origin of this condition to Wan’s (1972) discussion of
gains from trade compared to autarky provided the resulting allocation
is «environmentally no worse»3. Kemp then proves, in the context of
his paper, that condition � is sufficient for the standard gains trade
from result that compares free trade to autarky to hold. In the rest of
our paper, we apply a similar idea when comparing free trade in emis-
sions permits to a general status quo.

Indeed, consider any status quo international allocation of national
consumption and carbon emissions, and fix the total emissions in this
status quo – possibly an explicit target, or a «global carbon budget».
Our main conclusion will be that the emissions trade specified in Arti-
cle 17 can be arranged in such a way that every nation will enjoy no
less consumption than in the status quo; moreover, it will have more
consumption unless the status quo allocation of the total level of emis-
sions is already efficient.

To achieve this extra consumption in each nation, it is enough to
distribute just enough emissions licences to firms or nations so that
each can afford their status quo allocation. Then allow firms and/or
nations to buy and sell these licences in a competitive market. The ar-
gument we give, moreover, though similar to that outlined in Ham-
mond (2001), is far simpler.

1.6. Further Gains from Clean Development and Carbon Removals

The Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol allows
those nations listed in its Annex I, the developed nations which ac-
cepted limitations on their emissions, to gain credit for certified emis-
sions reductions that result from officially approved projects located in
countries that are not listed in Annex I. The argument laid out in Sec-
tion 4.3 can be extended to this case, and used to demonstrate how
the CDM also allows Pareto gains. Further gains are likely to emerge
from any efficient new technology, such as carbon removals technology
considered in Section 4.5.

6 GRACIELA CHICHILNISKY - PETER J. HAMMOND
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1.7. Outline of Paper

After this introduction, Section 2 sets out the basic model. Following
C&H, it has one private good and emissions. We assume that emissions
feature as an input to the production process, allowing more output to
be produced until a ceiling level of emissions is reached. We show
how this formulation relates to the alternative in C&H that is based on
abatement costs.

Next, Section 3 analyses what our assumptions imply for the emis-
sions demands of both individual firms (or other emitting units) and
nations as a whole.

Section 4 contains our main results on Pareto gains from emission
trade, both for national markets and integrated international markets,
as well as gains from the clean development mechanism and from the
use of «carbon removals technology» that can absorb and capture car-
bon dioxide.

The final Section 5 offers suggestions for extensions in future work,
as well as a concluding summary.

2. A Model with One Private Good and Emissions

2.1. Nations and Emissions

Consider a world with a finite set of nations K indexed by k. We ex-
tend C&H’s framework by considering within each nation k 2 K a finite
set Jk of firms, or «emitting units», whose carbon emissions will be
monitored. Let J :¼ [k2K Jk be the set of all such firms.

We assume that there is a single private good – a Hicksian compo-
site commodity, in effect, as an aggregate of many private goods whose
relative prices are assumed to be unaffected by environmental policy.
For each j 2 J , let ej 2 Rþ denote the quantity of carbon emissions
that are detected as coming from firm j4. These emissions are effec-
tively an input to the process of producing firm j’s output yj 2 Rþ of
the composite commodity.

In the following, we denote total emissions in each nation k 2 K by

Ek :¼
X

j2Jk
ej ð1Þ

and global total emissions by

THE KYOTO PROTOCOL AND BEYOND 7
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E :¼
X

j2J ej ð2Þ

2.2. National Welfare

Following the C&H model, we assume that each nation k 2 K evalu-
ates outcomes using its own utility function. Here we assume it takes
the form ukðck ;EÞ which is increasing in national consumption ck but
decreasing in total emissions E . Because our discussion is limited to
finding Pareto improvements, without any stronger concept of world
welfare, different nations’ utility functions can be treated as ordinal
and non-comparable between nations. Indeed, because most of our
analysis considers a fixed level of total emissions E , in order to find a
Pareto improvement, we look only for changes that increase each na-
tion’s consumption when E is fixed.

2.3. Production Functions

For each firm j , we postulate a production function with diminishing
returns to the firm’s own emissions, and with negative marginal re-
turns once emissions surpass a threshold value e�j . Specifically, for each
firm j 2 J we assume the existence of a continuous production func-
tion Rþ 3 ej 7!yj ¼ �jðejÞ 2 Rþ. Using primes to denote differentiation,
we assume that each function �j satisfies

1. there is a saturating level e�j > 0 of emissions having the property

that �jðejÞ ¼ �jðe�j Þ for all ej � e�j and �jðejÞ < �jðe�j Þ for all ej 2 ½0; e�j Þ;
2. �0jðejÞ > 0 and �00j ðejÞ < 0 for all ej 2 ð0; e�j Þ;
3. there is a critical price pCj > 0 which is the (finite) limit of �0jðejÞ as

ej ! 0 from above.

2.4. Reference Levels and Abatement Costs

To facilitate comparison with C&H’s results, we note that each produc-
tion function in Section 2.3 has an equivalent formulation involving
abatement costs. Indeed, for each firm j , let eRj denote some reference
level of emissions, and yRj :¼ �jðeRj Þ the corresponding reference level
of output. Then, for any alternative level ej of firm j ’s emissions, we
can define its abatement level aj :¼ eRj � ej as the net reduction in

emissions. Of course, abatement can be negative, whereas emissions
cannot – at least in the absence of the kind of carbon removals tech-
nology that we consider in Section 4.5.

Then, given these reference levels, the production function in Sec-

8 GRACIELA CHICHILNISKY - PETER J. HAMMOND



tion 2.3 implies that each firm’s cost of abatement, expressed as lost
output, is given by the function

ð�1; eRj � 3 aj 7!�jðajÞ :¼ yRj � �jðeRj � ajÞ 2 ½0; yRj � ð3Þ

Then �0jðajÞ ¼ �0jðeRj � ajÞ and �00j ðajÞ ¼ ��00j ðeRj � ajÞ, so our assump-

tions in Section 2.3 also imply that �0jðajÞ > 0 and �00j ðajÞ > 0 for all

aj � eRj � e�j .
Conversely, given the cost functions (3), the production function of

each firm j 2 J can be recovered by defining

�jðejÞ :¼ yRj � �j ðeRj � ejÞ ð4Þ

So the two formulations are entirely equivalent, though the production
function is somewhat simpler as its definition does not depend on any
reference levels. That is why we prefer to use production functions
rather than abatement costs throughout the rest of the paper.

3. Emission Demands

3.1. Emission Demand Functions

For each firm or plant j 2 J , consider the mapping

ð0; e�j � 3 ej 7!�0jðejÞ 2 ½0; pCj Þ

from emissions levels not exceeding the ceiling e�j to the correspond-
ing marginal product. Because of our assumptions in Section 2.3, this
is a strictly decreasing bijection between two half open intervals. It
therefore has a strictly decreasing inverse

½0; pCj Þ 3 p 7!�0j
�1ðpÞ 2 ð0; e�j �

Faced with any emissions price p � 0, each firm j 2 J has a profit-maxi-
mizing emissions demand quantity ej ¼ qjðpÞ that maximizes
�jðejÞ � p ej with respect to ej subject to the non-negativity constraint

ej � 0. Provided that p < pCj , this quantity demanded is determined by

the first-order condition �0jðqjðpÞÞ ¼ p. Allowing also for the case when

p � pCj , this demand quantity therefore satisfies

qjðpÞ ¼
�0j

�1ðpÞ if 0 � p < pCj ;

0 if p � pCj

(
ð5Þ

THE KYOTO PROTOCOL AND BEYOND 9



Because of the assumption that �0jðej Þ ! pCj as ej ! 0, each firm’s has a
continuous emissions demand function

Rþ 3 p 7!qjðpÞ 2 ½0; e�j �:

Also, when p is restricted to the interval ½0; pCj Þ, we can take the differ-
ential of the first-order condition �0j ðqjðpÞÞ ¼ p to obtain

�00j ðqjðpÞÞdqj ¼ dp and so q 0j ðpÞ ¼ 1=�00j ðqjðpÞÞ < 0:

3.2. The Aggregate Emission Demand Function

The aggregate emissions demand function is the mapping

Rþ 3 p 7!Q ðpÞ :¼
X

j2J qjðpÞ 2 ½0; E��

where E� :¼
P

j2J e
�
j is the aggregate emissions quantity when all firms

reach their saturation level.
For each emissions price p � 0 we partition the set J into the two

subsets

J þðpÞ :¼ fj 2 J j p � pCj g and J �ðpÞ :¼ fj 2 J j p < pCj g

of firms, according to whether p � pCj or p < pCj . For firms in j 2 J þðpÞ
the emissions price p is high enough to drive their emissions demand
qjðpÞ down to 0; for firms in j 2 J �ðpÞ, on the other hand, the emis-
sions price p is low enough for them to have a positive emissions de-
mand qjðpÞ.

These definitions evidently imply that

Q ðpÞ ¼
X

j2J qj ðpÞ ¼
X

j2J �ðpÞ qjðpÞ

Let PC :¼ fpCj j j 2 J g denote the (finite) set of critical prices. Provided
that p 62 PC , there is a neighbourhood N of p such that N \ PC ¼ Ø.
For all ~pp 2 N , the set J �ð~ppÞ equals J �ðpÞ; moreover, for all j 2 J �ðpÞ
the mapping N 3 ~pp 7!qjð~ppÞ is differentiable. These facts imply that
~pp 7!Q ð~ppÞ is differentiable at p, with derivative there given by

Q 0ðpÞ ¼
X

j2J �ðpÞ q
0
j ðpÞ ¼

X
j2J �ðpÞ½1=�

00
j ðqjðpÞÞ� < 0 ð6Þ

Over its whole domain Rþ, therefore, the aggregate emissions demand
function p 7!Q ðpÞ is continuous and piecewise differentiable; there
can be kinks at critical prices p 2 PC . Because one or more negative
terms drop out of the sum (6) at any critical price, there will a flatten-

10 GRACIELA CHICHILNISKY - PETER J. HAMMOND



ing effect on the negative slope Q 0ðpÞ as p increases from just below
the kink to just above it.

Similar properties obviously hold for the aggregate national emis-
sions demand

QkðpÞ ¼
X

j2Jk
qjðpÞ

of each nation k 2 K .

3.3. Feasible Allocations with and without International Transfers

A feasible allocation with international transfers will be a combination of
an international consumption profile cK ¼ hckik2K 2 RK

þ and an inter-firm
emissions profile eJ ¼ hejij2J 2 R

J
þ that together satisfy the international

feasibility constraint

C :¼
X

k2K ck � Y :¼
X

j2J �jðejÞ ð7Þ

A feasible allocation without international transfers will be a combination
ðcK ; eJ Þ of two such profiles that, for each nation k 2 K , together sat-
isfy the national feasibility constraint

ck � Y k :¼
X

j2J K �jðejÞ ð8Þ

When there are international transfers, we define the net transfer to
each nation k 2 K as

tk :¼ ck � Y k ð9Þ

Let tK :¼ hckik2K 2 RK denote the international profile of net trans-
fers. Obviously, the international feasibility constraint (7) is satisfied if
and only if

P
k2K tk � 0.

4. Gains from Emissions Trading

4.1. A Status Quo Allocation

As usual when discussing the gains from trade, we postulate a status
quo feasible allocation described by the triple ð�ccK ; �eeJ ; �ttK Þ that consists
of profiles:

1. �ccK ¼ h�cckik2K of national consumption levels;
2. �eeJ ¼ h�eejij2J of monitored emissions by different plants;
3. �ttK ¼ h�ttkik2K of net transfers to each nation – often assumed to be

zero.

THE KYOTO PROTOCOL AND BEYOND 11



Note that this status quo should not be interpreted as the historical
status quo ante allocation that existed before a specific reform; rather it is
the counter-factual future allocation that would have occurred in the ab-
sence of that reform.

In this paper, the status quo will be a feasible allocation without
emissions trade, but where some other policy instruments or voluntary
agreements do succeed in limiting global aggregate emissions to some
target level or carbon budget �EE :¼

P
j2J �eej satisfying �EE < E� :¼

P
j2J e

�
j .

If this assumption were violated, we would be back in a world where
each nation was failing to observe even voluntary controls on its emis-
sions.

In the case when no international transfers are possible, one will
have �ttk ¼ 0 and so �cck ¼

P
j2Jk �jðejÞ for all k 2 K.

4.2. Gains from Separated National Emissions Trading

Within any nation k 2 K , let �EEk :¼
P

j2J K �eej denote total national emis-

sions in the status quo. Assume that �EEk > 0. Also, let p̂pk :¼ maxj2J K p
C
j

denote the highest critical price for all the firms in nation k.
Now suppose that one or more nations k 2 K institutes internal

emissions trade of a fixed supply of its own permits equal to its status
quo total emissions �EEk . The equilibrium price pk that equates demand
for permits to this fixed supply must solve the equation QkðpÞ ¼ �EEk . Be-
cause the function p 7!QkðpÞ is strictly decreasing and continuous for
all p 2 ½0; p̂pk �, it induces a bijection

½0; p̂pk � 3 p 7!QkðpÞ 2 ½0;
X

j2J K e
�
j �

So country k’s market clearing permit price will be pk :¼ ðQkÞ�1ð �EEkÞ.
Following the discussion in Section 3.1, at this equilibrium price,

the emission demand ej ¼ qjðpkÞ of each firm j 2 Jk is given by (5). It
therefore maximizes w.r.t. ej the profit �jðejÞ � pkej that firm j earns
after subtracting the market value of the emission permits it needs to
buy.

Consider any alternative allocation ~eeJk ¼ h~eejij2Jk of emissions to the
firms in nation k whose aggregate

P
j2Jk ~eej equals the total emissions

�EEk ¼
P

j2Jk �eej in the status quo. Then compared with k’s national out-

put ~YYk ¼
P

j2Jk �jð~eejÞ in this alternative allocation, profit maximization

by each firm j 2 Jk in equilibrium implies that the equilibrium national

output Yk ¼
P

j2Jk �jðejÞ will satisfy

12 GRACIELA CHICHILNISKY - PETER J. HAMMOND



Y k ¼
X

j2Jk
½�jðejÞ � pkej � þ

X
j2Jk

pkej

�
X

j2Jk
½�jð~eejÞ � pk~eej � þ pk �EEk ¼

X
j2Jk

�jð~eejÞ ¼ �YY k

ð10Þ

Hence in equilibrium the aggregate level of national output is maxi-
mized.

A particular alternative allocation, of course, is the status quo �eeJk it-
self. Hence equilibrium national output also satisfies

Y k ¼
X

j2Jk
½�jðejÞ � pkej � þ

X
j2Jk

pkej

�
X

j2Jk
½�jð�eejÞ � pk�eej � þ pk �EEk ¼

X
j2Jk

�jð�eejÞ ¼ �YY k

ð11Þ

Moreover, there is strict inequality except in the special case when
�jðejÞ � pkej ¼ �j ð�eejÞ � pk�eej for all j 2 Jk , which holds if and only if the
emission demand of each firm j 2 J is already maximizing profit in the
status quo. This proves:

THEOREM 1 Consider any separate national emissions market operating in
just one country, with aggregate national emissions fixed at their status quo le-
vel. In that national market, the competitive equilibrium allocation of emissions
maximizes national output. In particular, the competitive equilibrium level of
national output is no lower than in the status quo, and is higher except in the
special case when each firm’s profit is already maximized in the status quo.

If any set S � K of countries all introduce separate national markets
for carbon emissions, the same result holds – that is, each nation k 2 S
will benefit individually, except in the special case when the profits of
each firm j 2 Jk are already maximized in the status quo.

4.3. Gains from Integrated International Emissions Trading

A market in one nation can sell its entire aggregate emissions al-
lowance to emitting units and keep the sales revenue to meet its own
domestic purposes. It can also offer rebates to existing firms that have
to buy permits. In our simple model, none of these affect aggregate
national output.

Once we move to an integrated market involving several nations,
however, one needs a well specified rule for sharing the sales revenue.
Moreover, provided this rule is carefully selected, it is general possible
to arrange that all participating nations simultaneously enjoy higher
output than in the status quo.

THE KYOTO PROTOCOL AND BEYOND 13



Let K now denote the set of nations that participate in one inte-
grated carbon market, and let �EE be the status quo level of total emis-
sions for this set. For each nation k 2 K, let �YYk and �CCk denote respec-
tively the status quo output and consumption. One has

�CCk ¼ �YYk þ �ttk ð12Þ

where �ttk is nation k’s net transfer. Obviously
P

k2K �ttk ¼ 0, implying thatX
k2K

�CCk ¼
X

k2K ð �YYk þ �ttkÞ ¼
X

k2K
�YYk ð13Þ

In the special case when there are no international transfers in the sta-
tus quo, one will also have �ttk ¼ 0 for all k 2 K . Following an analysis
like that in Section 4.2, in an integrated market for emissions permits
there will be an equilibrium at a price pK satisfying Q ðpK Þ ¼ �EE , where
p 7!Q ðpÞ is the continuous and strictly decreasing aggregate demand
function discussed in Section 3.2. The equilibrium allocations of emis-
sions and firm outputs will then be

eJ ðpK Þ ¼ hqjðpK Þij2J and yJ ðpK Þ ¼ h�jðqjðpK ÞÞij2J ð14Þ

It follows that the aggregate emissions and output in each nation
k 2 K are respectively

EkðpK Þ ¼
X

j2Jk
qjðpK Þ and Y kðpK Þ ¼

X
j2Jk

�jðqjðpK ÞÞ ð15Þ

Suppose that permits corresponding to the status quo total emissions
level �EE are all sold at the equilibrium price pK . Then the correspon-
ding total permit sales revenue is R :¼ pK �EE . We assume that this rev-
enue is divided up between the nations k 2 K so that each nation re-
ceives an amount

r k :¼ pK �EEk � 0 ð16Þ

equal to the market value of what its emissions would have been in the
status quo �EEk . Obviously, this rule implies thatX

k2K r k ¼
X

k2K pK �EEk ¼ pK
X

k2K
�EEk ¼ pK �EE ¼ R ð17Þ

Suppose too that the status quo transfer �ttk to each nation k is frozen.
Then, after it buys the emission permits that its firms use, the aggre-
gate consumption of each nation k 2 K is

Ck ¼ Y k � pK Ek þ r k þ �tt k ¼ Y k � pK Ek þ pK �EEk þ �CCk � �YY k

¼ �CCk þ ðY k � pK EkÞ � ð �YY k � pK �EEkÞ ð18Þ
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because of (16) and (12). That is, the net increase in consumption
equals the net increase in output minus the value of the net increase
in used emissions permits.

Now, following the discussion of the national market case, the emis-
sion demand ej ¼ qjðpKÞ of each firm j 2 Jk at the equilibrium price pK

maximizes w.r.t. ej the profit �jðejÞ � pKej net of its spending on emis-
sion permits.

Consider any alternative allocation ~eeJ ¼ h~eejij2J of emissions to the

firms in all the nations k 2 K whose aggregate
P

j2J ~eej equals the total

emissions �EE ¼
P

j2J �eej in the status quo. Then compared with aggre-

gate output ~YY ¼
P

j2J �jð~eejÞ in this alternative allocation, the equili-

brium aggregate output Y ¼
P

j2J �jðejÞ will satisfy
Y ¼

X
j2J ½�jðejÞ � pK ej � þ

X
j2J p

K ej

�
X

j2J ½�jð~eejÞ � pK ~eej � þ pK �EE ¼
X

j2J �jð~eejÞ ¼ ~YY ð19Þ

Hence in equilibrium aggregate output, which equals aggregate con-
sumption, is maximized.

Furthermore, the aggregate profit of each nation k 2 K satisfies

Y k � pK Ek ¼
X

j2Jk
½�jðejÞ � pK ej �

�
X

j2Jk
½�jð�eejÞ � pK �eej � ¼ �YY k � pK �EEk ð20Þ

When combined with (18), this implies that Ck � �CCk with equality if
and only if every firm j 2 Jk would already be maximizing its profit at
its emissions level �eej in the status quo. Hence:

THEOREM 2 In any integrated international system of emissions markets, sup-
pose that any international transfers are frozen at their status quo levels, before
each nation receives as a rebate the market value of the permits that it would
need to buy in order to maintain its status quo emissions. Then the competitive
equilibrium level of each nation’s consumption is no lower than in the status
quo, and is higher except in the special case when each firm’s profit is already
maximized in the status quo.

Note that a particular status quo could be an allocation that results from
segmented national markets. Theorem 2 can be applied to show that
linking up these segmented markets and forming one overall interna-
tional emissions market allows a Pareto improvement – except, as ever,
when the status quo global allocation of permits is already efficient. The
same is true if the status quo is any of the allocations described in
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Chichilnisky (1993), Chichilnisky and Heal (1995) or Sheeran (2006),
where each nation’s consumption is constrained to equal its own output.

4.4. Clean Development

To extend our model so that the effects of a clean development mech-
anism can be analysed, we partition the set of nations K into two subsets:

– A set M of full member nations that accept limitations on their
emissions, and are allowed to receive carbon credits under the clean
development mechanism;

– A complementary set N of non-member nations that remain exempt
from emissions limitations, and can host projects under the rules of
the clean development mechanism.

In this setting, member nations k 2 M can be treated much like
those in the previous set K. Non-member nations k 2 N could be
treated as having a status quo allocation in which each firm
j 2 JN :¼ [k2NJk is at its emissions ceiling e�j , maximizing output without
any regard to the social cost of carbon emissions. Instead, however, we
simply assume that there is a status quo allocation in which each firm j

in a non-member nation – i.e., each j 2 JN :¼ [k2NJk – has emissions �eej.
The clean development mechanism can then be modelled as allow-

ing any nation k 2 M to adopt any firm h 2 JN , and reduce firm h’s
emissions to some amount eh that is below the status quo level �eeh, in
exchange for being able to increase its own national emissions from
�EEk to �EEk þ �eeh � eh. Under this arrangement, firm h’s reduced emissions
are balanced by increased emissions by the nations k 2 M , so total
world emissions are unchanged. Then a similar argument to those
used to establish the gains from internationally integrated carbon mar-
kets shows that, ignoring an exceptional case, world output goes up
while total emissions remain the same; moreover, this extra world out-
put can be distributed to generate an actual Pareto improvement.

4.5. Carbon Removal Technology

Carbon removal occurs whenever carbon dioxide is captured either
from exhaust fumes, or in the case of direct air carbon capture
(DACC), from the ambient air. Recent technological developments
have been making carbon removal not only feasible, but increasingly
cost effective, especially when the captured carbon is put to industrial
use5. The Paris Agreement allows credit for carbon removals to be set
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against debits for carbon emissions, partly as a response to this claim:

Scenarios that are more likely than not to limit temperature increase to 2 �C are
becoming increasingly challenging, and most of these include a temporary
overshoot of this concentration goal requiring net negative CO2 emissions
after 2050 and thus large-scale application of carbon dioxide removal (CDR)
technologies6.

Since that statement, Gasser (2015) for one has made a similar point
more forcefully. And at the insistence of a group of small island states
whose very existence is threatened by the rise in sea levels to be ex-
pected as a result of global warming, the Paris Agreement has set an as-
piration of limiting the global average temperature increase to 1:5 �C.

The theoretical discussion of this paper is easily adapted to accom-
modate carbon removal technology. One considers an additional set
Hk of firms located in each nation k 2 K for each of which:

1. Carbon dioxide emissions eh are negative.
2. There is a minimum amount eh < 0 of negative emissions,

equivalent to a maximum amount �eh > 0 of carbon removal.
3. There is a production function ½eh; 0� 3 eh 7!yh ¼ �hðehÞ 2 R satis-

fying �hð0Þ ¼ 0 and �00
hðehÞ < 0 for all eh 2 ½eh; 0�. That is, the marginal

cost ��0
hðehÞ of absorbing carbon dioxide is always strictly increasing.

Here the output yh ¼ �hðehÞ allows for any possible sales revenue
that comes from selling captured carbon dioxide as an input to other
industries. With this reformulation, the profit of each firm h 2 Hk can
still be written as

�hðehÞ ¼ �hðehÞ � p eh ð21Þ

Compared with Section 2.3, the only differences that carbon removals
technology creates are that �p eh > 0 represents the credit received for
the negative emissions �eh of carbon, whereas �hðehÞ is the net profit
from using those eh units of captured carbon in an industrial process.

Note that we do not impose the assumptions that yh ¼ �hðehÞ can
never be positive, or that �0

hðehÞ > 0 implying that losses rise as re-
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movals increase. Indeed, the recent developments we mention in foot-
note 3 show the promise of making carbon removals technology profit-
able, when it is combined with selling the captured CO2 gas to other
industries, and given the current atmospheric concentration of CO2.
This is true even when the price at which credit is received for captur-
ing CO2 drops to zero. Of course, as an empirical fact this implies that
there can be firms h 2 H :¼ [k2KHk using carbon removals technology
such that �hðehÞ > 0 and �0

hðehÞ < 0 for all negative values of eh that
are close enough to 0.

Also, now the critical price pCh is the limit of �0
hðehÞ as eh ! 0 from be-

low rather than above. Then the profit-maximizing choice of eh is neg-
ative if and only if the price of carbon emissions satisfies p > pCh . Note
that this critical price could be negative when �0

hðehÞ < 0 for all negative
emissions with eh close to 0. A negative price, of course, would mean
that a charge has to be paid for the right to capture CO2 from the atmo-
sphere. If pCh < 0, then carbon removals technology would be profitable
for small amounts of captured carbon even if a negative emissions price
below �pCh had to be paid for the right to capture that carbon.

With these assumptions, all the previous arguments of Sections 4.2,
4.3 and 4.4 retain their validity, subject only to modifying the signs of
eh and possibly yh for all h 2 H .

5. Concluding Remarks

5.1. Cap and Trade or Taxes

This paper has shown how to adapt gains from trade results in order
to accommodate the environmental externality that the Kyoto proto-
col, and the successor Paris Agreement, attempt to control. The key is
to consider constrained Pareto gains when the aggregate level of the en-
vironmental externality is fixed by a cap, and then emissions permits
are traded. Moreover, there are gains from trade relative to not just
autarky, but to any status quo allocation – even one where emissions
are exchanged for consumption.

Obviously, the cap and trade system with a market for emissions per-
mits that we consider here is equivalent to a system with a uniform tax
based on emissions, and an appropriate division of the tax revenue.

5.2. Extensions

The paper considers only a model with a single time period and a sin-
gle good. An important extension would have many goods, to allow
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for the effect of emissions controls on relative prices in the general
economy. This is especially important in view of the results presented
in Section 6 of Copeland and Taylor (2005) noticing that, in an econo-
my with international trade in goods, free trade in emissions permits
can give rise to terms of trade effects that can undo the gains from
emissions trade in some countries.

A related extension could allow for emissions at different times to be
treated as different goods. In both these new settings there are impor-
tant lessons one can draw from results such as those in Diamond and
Mirrlees (1971), Dixit and Norman (1986), Hammond and Sempere
(1995) and Hammond (2000, 2001). A question that deserves analysis is
the extent to which the shares of a fixed total emissions target that are
allocated to each nation as a permit endowment should depend on
prices, not only of those permits, but on commodity prices as well.

5.3. Achieving Emission Reductions

The paper has discussed some particular Pareto improvements to poli-
cies that mitigate climate change. None of these policies, however, ac-
tually reduce total emissions, since these are held fixed at a status quo
level. All the policies considered here, including even the introduction
of carbon removals technology, merely improve the distribution of
abatement activities so as to increase aggregate output, while also en-
suring that each nation enjoys higher consumption – disregarding, of
course, the exceptional case where the status quo is already efficient.

That said, the total abatement costs of reaching any target level of
aggregate emissions reductions will be reduced. Indeed, carbon re-
movals are becoming profitable even when the price received as pay-
ment for capturing carbon is zero. Then the reduced abatements costs
could be highly significant if carbon removals were deployed on a sui-
tably massive scale. Is it too much to hope that this will help the world
achieve the vision in Eisenberger et al. (2009) of «a lower-cost route to
a lower-risk atmosphere», with a reduced atmospheric concentration
of greenhouse gases?

5.4. The Kyoto Protocol after the Paris Agreement: Where Next?

The Kyoto Protocol specified, for the richer countries listed in its An-
nex I, politically expedient mandatory limits on the emissions of green-
house gases over the period 2008-12. At the end of 2012, the Doha
Amendment extended and even lowered these limits, though the
amendment has not been ratified by enough nations to acquire legal
force. Many commentators have expressed the view that, by removing
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these mandatory limits and replacing them by the essentially voluntary
and unenforceable Intended Nationally Determined Contributions
(INDCs), the world has taken a dangerous step backwards in its strug-
gle to control emissions of greenhouse gas emissions.

This paper offers another reason for concern. We have argued
that, at least in principle, the world is likely to be able to find reduced
emissions much more affordable if the potential aggregate cost reduc-
tions arising from the gains from trading emissions permits interna-
tionally can be more fully realised. Yet such trade becomes much
harder to arrange in the absence of an international institutional fra-
mework for controlling the supply of such permits, as well as for mon-
itoring the emissions that they allow. Now, the Paris Agreement may
help to build up some of the international institutional infrastructure
which will eventually be needed to support emissions trade between
nations. Yet for the time being it is hard to see how such international
trade can occur at all now that the Paris Agreement has removed the
fundamental basis for such trade that the mandatory limits of the Kyo-
to Protocol had provided. Also lost is the main source of revenue for
the Clean Development Mechanism and its successor, the Green Cli-
mate Fund.

Following the suggestive title of Chichilnisky and Sheeran (2009), it
seems that there are many good features of Kyoto that really do need
to be saved – or rather, after Paris, revived*.
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